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6 ABSTRACT: Advances in three-dimensional nanofabrication tech-
7 niques have enabled the development of lightweight solids, such as
8 hollow nanolattices, having record values of specific stiffness and
9 strength, albeit at low production throughput. At the length scales of
10 the structural elements of these solidswhich are often tens of
11 nanometers or smallerforces required for elastic deformation can
12 be comparable to adhesive forces, rendering the possibility to tailor
13 bulk mechanical properties based on the relative balance of these
14 forces. Herein, we study this interplay via the mechanics of ultralight
15 ceramic-coated carbon nanotube (CNT) structures. We show that
16 ceramic-CNT foams surpass other architected nanomaterials in
17 density-normalized strength and that, when the structures are
18 designed to minimize internal adhesive interactions between CNTs,
19 more than 97% of the strain after compression beyond densification
20 is recovered. Via experiments and modeling, we study the dependence of the recovery and dissipation on the coating thickness,
21 demonstrate that internal adhesive contacts impede recovery, and identify design guidelines for ultralight materials to have
22 maximum recovery. The combination of high recovery and dissipation in ceramic-CNT foams may be useful in structural
23 damping and shock absorption, and the general principles could be broadly applied to both architected and stochastic
24 nanofoams.
25 KEYWORDS: nanostructure, ceramic, foam, strength, damping, adhesive

26Ultralow density materials such as foams, aerogels, and
27 micro/nano-lattices are of broad interest for their
28 exceptional density-normalized mechanical properties
29 and large surface areas and have many potential applications
30 including as tissue scaffolds, thermal insulation, adsorbents,
31 catalyst supports, battery electrodes, and flexible conduc-
32 tors.1−8 Much recent effort has shown that mechanical
33 properties of these materials can be tuned by geometric design
34 and materials selection. For instance, as the dimensions of
35 lattice structures9,10 decrease to the nanoscale, mechanical
36 behaviors such as flaw tolerance,11 supercompressibility,12,13

37 high recovery,14 and flexibility of ceramic materials15 arise.
38 Such structure-driven mechanical behaviors provide interest-
39 ing opportunities to create materials with unusual combina-
40 tions of properties, for instance, being stiff and dissipative
41 simultaneously.16 Hollow micro- and nanolattices are typically
42 fabricated by high-resolution three-dimensional (3D) photo-
43 patterning (e.g., using two photon lithography or the self-
44 propagating photopolymer waveguides method), followed by

45coating and dissolution of the scaffold. Atomic layer deposition
46(ALD) of alumina has been used widely to reinforce ultralow
47density materials, tuning their mechanical properties such as
48stiffness, strength, and failure mechanism.17−19 These hollow
49trusses represent unprecedented structural control and the
50above-mentioned properties including record high modulus/
51density ratios, but they presently lack scalability to much larger
52volumes due to the multiple steps involved and the low
53throughput of 3D photopatterning processes.
54Moreover, in nanolattices, there is a general trade-off
55between recovery and damping; thin ceramic walls required
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56 to achieve recovery do not exhibit stiffness and strength
57 needed for large energy absorption and dissipation. At a limit,
58 adhesive energy can influence dissipation, but it is challenging
59 to fabricate foams with struts whose adhesive forces upon self-
60 contact is equivalent to the forces required for elastic
61 deformation to significant strains. Instead, on the one hand,
62 thin hollow struts are used, but ceramic thin films fracture
63 upon large deformations necessary for strut−strut contact. On
64 the other hand, materials built from organized nanowires or
65 nanotubesoften having diameter in the ∼1−100 nm range
66 can potentially enter this interesting regime. In particular,
67 carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can recover from extreme
68 deformations and can be organized into hierarchical assemblies
69 by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). And, perhaps owing to
70 this intrinsic competition, the mechanical behavior of CNT
71 networks can vary widely according to the density, diameter,
72 and orientation of the CNTs.12,20

73 Herein, we study the interplay of elastic and adhesive
74 energies in governing the mechanical behavior of ultralight
75 solids, via ceramic-CNT foams created by coating CNT
76 forests, in micropillar geometries, with ultrathin ceramic layers.
77 We find that ceramic-CNT foams with ultrathin coatings
78 exhibit mechanical behavior governed by the competition
79 between elastic and adhesive forces and exhibit exceptional
80 recovery from compression when the CNT−CNT adhesive
81 interactions are reduced due to the surface properties of the
82 coating. The critical role of adhesive forces in the mechanical
83 response is understood by considering the balance of elastic
84 restoring forces on deformed CNTs and the van der Waals
85 (VDW) interaction forces between CNTs in contact. The
86 load−unload cycles of the foams are modeled by treating the
87 CNT network as a material that undergoes a transition

88between low density (rarified) and densified (compressed)
89phases. We find that the recovery of compressed foam depends
90on the strain rate and apparent charge on the struts, identifying
91the balance of elastic and adhesive forces as a versatile means
92of engineering the mechanics of ultralow density materials.

93RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
94Micropillars of ceramic-coated CNTs (ceramic-CNT foams)
95are used to investigate the coupling between elastic and
96adhesive energies in governing the dissipation and recovery of
97ultralow density materials. Arrays of CNT micropillars are first
98synthesized by atmospheric pressure CVD on a patterned thin-
99film catalyst substrate.21 As the volume fraction of CNTs
100within the forest is low (∼10s of mg/cm3 range22), conformal
101coating of the CNTs provides an opportunity to tune the
102mechanical properties while preserving the hierarchical
103structure.18

104As-grown CNT pillars have flat tops and straight sidewalls
105and are composed of individual CNTs that are intertwined
106with a vertically oriented texture. Scanning electron micro-
107scope (SEM) images of as-grown CNT pillars and ceramic-
108 f1coated CNT pillars (foams) are shown in Figure 1. The
109diameter and height of the pillars were chosen to ensure that
110the ALD coating precursors fully penetrate the structure at the
111deposition conditions used.18 After ALD, the CNTs are clad
112with an amorphous layer of alumina (Figures 1b and S2−S5).
113Using ozone as the oxidizer in the ALD process improved
114coating nucleation on the CNT surfaces and gave more
115conformal and uniform coatings. High-resolution transmission
116electron microscopy (HRTEM) reveals that the CNTs are ∼10
117nm in diameter (Figure 1b, inset).22 After two ALD cycles, the
118CNTs are partially covered with rough alumina (Figure S2).

Figure 1. Morphology of as-grown (bare) CNT forest and ceramic-CNT foams: (a) an SEM image of bare CNTs, scale bar = 500 nm; (b) an
SEM image of alumina-coated CNTs, with the inset showing a TEM image of a single alumina-coated CNT, scale bar = 500 nm, inset scale
bar = 10 nm; (c) compression of as-grown CNT pillars exhibiting poor recovery, scale bar = 5 μm (before), 10 μm (during), and 5 μm
(after); and (d) compression of ceramic-CNT foams, exhibiting exceptional recovery, scale bar = 5 μm (before), 50 μm (during), and 5 μm
(after). In (d), e-beam exposure was minimized by reducing the magnification during compression and unloading.
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119 This is to be expected, as the size of trimethylaluminum
120 (TMA) molecules does not allow full coverage of the surface.
121 Beyond five cycles, the alumina coating on the CNTs becomes
122 continuous, and the roughness decreases as the coating
123 thickness increases (Figures S3−S5). The alumina coating
124 thicknesses were measured to be tAlOx = 1.1, 2.1, and 5.3 nm for
125 5, 10, and 20 cycles, respectively (Table S1).
126 In situ SEM imaging during compression allowed for
127 observation of structural changes of CNT pillars and
128 ceramic-CNT foams at various strain rates (ε  = 10−1/s,
129 10−2/s, and 10−3/s). In Figure 1c,d we show images of a CNT
130 pillar and a ceramic-CNT foam (tAlOx = 1.1 nm) before and
131 after compression (ε  = 10−1 /s). Upon compression, the CNT
132 pillar initially deforms elastically, while strain is localized at the
133 base due to the native density gradient of CNTs within the
134 pillar.23,24 Both structures were loaded to over 80%
135 compressive strain; after compression, the CNT pillar remains
136 in the deformed (compressed) state, wherein the ceramic-
137 CNT foam recovers almost fully to the original undeformed
138 state, with only a single crease on the sidewall. Notably, we
139 observed that exposure to the electron beam in the SEM
140 influences recovery (Figures S6 and S7), and therefore,
141 experiments were performed with the electron beam off.
142 Exemplary compressive stress−strain (σ−ε) curves of CNT
143 pillars and ceramic-CNT foams (ε  = 10−1/s) are shown in

f2 144 Figure 2a. In all cases, the response is initially linear, then at a
145 certain threshold strain, buckling of the CNT network occurs
146 from the base of the pillar upward, keeping the stress values
147 relatively constant, while the strain increases (plateau region).
148 Once the compressive strain reaches a large enough value that
149 the buckled struts pack against one other, the stress increases
150 rapidly (densification regime). The coating thickness clearly
151 influences the recovery and envelope area of the load−unload
152 cycle.
153 The σ−ε curves of CNT pillars and ceramic-CNT foams
154 show an expected increase in both compressive modulus and
155 plateau stress with increasing coating thickness. The initial
156 loading slope is used to represent the compressive modulus
157 (E) and increase from 8.62 ± 0.18 MPa for as-grown CNT
158 pillars to 14.0 ± 0.3, 20.2 ± 1.8, and 42.1 ± 2.6 MPa for CNT
159 pillars coated with 1.1, 2.1, and 5.3 nm of alumina, respectively.
160 The first abrupt change in loading slope was used to represent
161 the compressive strength (σy), which increases from 0.90 ±
162 0.11 MPa for as-grown CNT pillars to 1.62 ± 0.64, 2.95 ±
163 0.75, and 4.02 ± 0.38 MPa, for CNT pillars coated with 1.1,
164 2.1, and 5.3 nm of alumina, respectively. This definition of
165 compressive strength results in values that are in some cases
166 significantly lower than the plateau stress, and therefore, the
167 energy absorbed during compression is larger than a simple
168 prediction using the yield stress in the elastic−perfectly plastic
169 model.
170 The maximum stress before the first load drop is used to
171 mark the onset of the plateau region. Within the plateau
172 region, the bare CNT pillars undergo progressive buckling
173 whereby the stress rises, until it reaches the plateau stress, at
174 which point another buckle is initiated. The buckles propagate
175 throughout the structure as the compression continues.23 For
176 tAlOx = 1.1 and 2.1 nm, the sustained stress after the onset of
177 the plateau is lower than the plateau stress, showing a valley
178 between the initial linear elastic and densification regimes. For
179 tAlOx = 5.3 nm, the plateau stress has a slight overall positive
180 slope. The change in the shape of stress−strain curves as the
181 coating thickness increases is analogous to the effect of

182increasing the relative density of the foam described in classical
183foam theory.25 When unloaded, the stress reaches negative

Figure 2. (a) Stress−Strain curves for bare CNT forest and
ceramic-CNT foams (tAlOx = 1.1, 2.1, and 5.3 nm) compressed at
10−1/s. (b) Stress−Strain curves for ceramic-CNT foams (tAlOx =
1.1 nm) compressed at 10−1/s, 10−2/s, and 10−3/s. (c) Recovery of
bare CNT forest and ceramic-CNT foams (tAlOx = 1.1, 2.1, and 5.3
nm) compressed at 10−1/s, 10−2/s, and 10−3/s. Maximum recovery
occurs at tAlOx = 2.1 nm across all loading rates.
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184 values for as-grown CNT pillars, implying that CNTs adhere to
185 the indenter tip and require small amounts of tensile stress to
186 detach as the punch recedes from the pillar. The unloading
187 curves of ceramic-CNT foams do not show this behavior,
188 providing evidence that the alumina coating weakens the
189 surface adhesion of the CNTs. Surface pull-off force measure-
190 ments using an atomic force microscope on CNT pillars and
191 ceramic-CNT foams confirm that the alumina coating reduces
192 adhesive forces (Figures S8 and S9). This low intrinsic
193 adhesion enables extreme recovery of the ceramic-CNT foams
194 owing to the resilience of the CNTs themselves.26−28

195 The central role of adhesive forces in mediating mechanical
196 behavior of the composite foams implies the potential
197 influence of time scales, that is, strain rate. At fixed coating
198 thickness of tAlOx = 2.1 nm, the stress−strain curves are nearly
199 invariant with strain rates from 10−1/s to 10−3/s, including the
200 initial slope, the onset of the plateau, the densification strain,
201 and even the magnitude and strain of the load drops (Figure
202 2b). These tests were done on neighboring pillars grown in an
203 array on a single substrate, also indicating interestingly how the
204 complex morphology of the CNT network leads to distinct
205 features in the mechanical response.
206 Yet, strain rate has a significant effect on the recovery, and
207 recovery is maximized at higher strain rates (Figures 2c and
208 S10). The extent of recovery, R = (εmax − εres)/εmax, was
209 calculated from the SEM images, where εmax is the maximum
210 compressive strain reached, and εres is the residual strain after
211 the indenter tip has separated from the top of the CNT pillars.
212 For tAlOx = 1.1 and 2.1 nm ceramic-CNT foams, the recovery
213 reaches values of 96.9% and 97.2%, respectively (Figure 2c) at
214 ε  = 10−1/s. Compared to less than 40% recovery of as-grown
215 CNT pillars, the improvements to above 95% recovery are
216 striking. The recovery also depends strongly on the coating
217 thickness and increases as the coating thickness increases,
218 reaching the maximum at tAlOx = 2.1 nm for all strain rates
219 tested. For tAlOx = 5.3 nm, we suspect the alumina layer
220 fractures due to the high strains, and hence recovery from
221 compression is diminished. The dependence of recovery on
222 strain rate is consistent with prior studies of CNT forests
223 following compression and supports the idea that the
224 formation of nanoscale adhesive contact is time-dependent,29

225 for instance, by zipping or sliding of CNTs in contact with one
226 another.30

227 The ability of the foams to recover from extreme
228 deformation is hypothesized to relate to the balance between
229 elastic restoring forces acting on the deformed struts and the
230 VDW surface interaction forces between the struts in contact.
231 To compare the forces, we consider a simplified unit cell
232 comprising of two wavy but generally aligned CNT segments

f3 233 (Figure 3a). Unit cell dimensions and other parameters are
234 estimated based on small-angle X-ray scattering, as explained in
235 the Supporting Information. The elastic restoring force (P) for
236 a deformed CNT can be expressed using simply supported
237 beams with one free end, by adding contributions from the
238 CNT core and the alumina coating

πν
=

[ − + − ]
P

E r r E r r
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4
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240 where v is the deflection, E1 and E2 are Young’s moduli of
241 CNTs and alumina, respectively, r1, r2, and r3 are CNT inner
242 radius, CNT outer radius (equal to the coating inner radius),
243 and the coating outer radius, respectively, and h is the height of

244the unit cell (corresponding to the length of the undeformed
245CNTs). Following Israelachvili,31 the VDW forces between
246cylinder pairs can be obtained using the derivative of the
247interaction energy with respect to the separation. Two limiting
248cases of crossed (FVDW,c) and parallel (FVDW,p) cylinder
249contacts are considered

= −F
AR
D6VDW,c 2

250(2)

= −F
AL R
D16VDW,p 2.5

251(3)

Figure 3. (a) CNT unit cell schematic showing two limiting cases
of contact: crossed CNTs and parallel CNTs. (b) Comparison of
elastic restoring force and van der Waals interaction force for CNT
diameters of 1−40 nm and alumina coating thicknesses of 0−5 nm.
(c) Fitting of an exemplary stress−strain curve of a ceramic-CNT
foam with the phase transition model discussed in the text.
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252 where A is the Hamaker constant, R is the cylinder radius, D is
253 the separation between cylinders in contact, and L is the length
254 of the parallel contact. Using eqs 1−3, the ratios of the
255 restoring forces to VDW forces can be expressed as follows
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258 The deformed cylinder pairs in contact will separate upon
259 unloading when these ratios exceed unity (i.e., P > FVDW). It is
260 readily seen that smaller Hamaker constant (A), increased
261 stiffness (E1 and E2), and strut diameters (r2 and r3) are
262 beneficial for recovery. Holding materials and strut dimensions
263 constant, larger deflection (v) and contact separation (D) will
264 aid recovery, whereas larger unit cell height (h) and contact
265 length (L) will hinder it. The implications are that sparse struts
266 (larger deflection) that have rough surface morphology (larger
267 contact separation) that are less aligned (smaller unit cell
268 height and contact length) lead to greater recovery.
269 Following this approximation, the force balance for a range
270 of CNT diameter (1−40 nm) coating thickness (and 0−5 nm)
271 is shown in Figure 3b. By this model, we find that the high
272 recovery is enabled by the lower intrinsic adhesion of the
273 surfaces, even when CNT diameters are small. Specifically, the
274 model predicts that the restoring force outweighs the
275 interaction force at ∼14 nm diameter for bare CNTs. When
276 ultrathin ceramic coatings (∼1 nm) are applied, the interaction
277 force is reduced, and the restoring force starts overcoming the
278 interaction force at ∼5 nm CNT diameter. Thus, the materials
279 fabricated herein (using ∼10 nm diameter CNTs) transition
280 from no recovery to high recovery by application of ultrathin
281 coatings and efficiently maximize elastic energy storage along
282 with dissipation provided by maximizing the relative contact
283 strength. For thicker coatings, CNT diameters required to
284 overcome the interaction forces are smaller, or conversely, the
285 difference between elastic restoring forces and interaction
286 forces is larger for a given CNT diameter. This trend is clear in
287 experimental results shown in Figure 2c (except at tAlOx = 5.3
288 nm, where we suspect that the alumina has fractured). Above
289 16 nm CNT diameter, the stored elastic energy outweighs the
290 interaction even for the “stickiest” bare CNTs regardless of the
291 contact configuration. While the threshold for this crossover

292would vary according to the exact dimensions and morphology
293of the CNTs and coating, its existence is consistent with
294previous reports of large recovery after compression for forests
295with 40 nm or larger diameter CNTs12,32 and when CNT
296diameters are increased by CVD postgrowth deposition of
297amorphous carbon.20

298The stress−strain behavior of the ceramic-CNT foams can
299be further understood using a phase change model,33 which
300treats the compression, specifically the accumulation of
301buckled CNTs, as a transition between a low density (rarified)
302phase and a densified (compressed) phase. The model fits a
303nucleation stress and a mobility parameter value to each phase,
304which represent the threshold stress at which the other phase
305starts nucleating and how fast the phase boundary evolves. The
306 t1fitted mobility parameters (MLH, MHL) and nucleation stresses
307 t1(σLH, σHL) of the phase boundary are summarized in Table 1.
308For CNT pillars, MHL and σHL were omitted due to the
309unloading curve reaching zero stress before the unloading
310plateau begins.
311The stress−strain curves calculated using the fitted mobility
312parameters and threshold stresses capture the experimental
313results well (Figures 3c, S11, and 12). In general, higher σHL
314and lower MHL are correlated with high recovery. A high σHL
315indicates that a larger fraction of the structure has transformed
316back into the rarified phase when unloading is complete. The
317inverse correlation with MHL can be qualitatively explained by
318noting that MHL is an indication of how fast the phase
319transition evolves; hence, at a fixed strain rate of unloading, the
320stresses reach zero before much recovery occurs. This
321relationship can be analytically described as (see Supporting
322Information for more details)

ε ε δ
γ

σ
σ σ

= +
̇

−EM
log r

r
res

HL

HL T
2

HL

HL HL
323(6)

324where εres is the residual strain, εHL is the strain at which the
325rarified phase nucleates, δ = ε  L is the displacement rate
326(negative for unloading) given by the product of strain rate (ε  )
327and pillar height (L), E is the Young’s modulus, γT is the
328transformation strain (∼0.7 for pillars/foams used in this
329study), σr

HL is the stress at which the nucleated phase boundary
330moves (linearly related to σHL). For a given εHL, the εres is
331smaller when MHL is smaller or ε  is larger. While the model
332cannot precisely predict the amount of recovery according to
333the experiments, it predicts maximum recovery occurring at
334tAlox = 2.1 nm, which matches the data.

Table 1. Summary of Fitted Mobility Parameters and Threshold Stresses and Corresponding Residual Strains and Recovery

AlOx (nm) strain rate (s−1) MLH (MPa−1 s−1) MHL (MPa−1 s−1) σLH (MPa−1) σHL (MPa−1) εres Rmodel

0 10−1 0.9 1.0 0.79 7.1
1.1 10−1 0.23 0.4 2.25 0.44 0.61 28.2
2.1 10−1 0.4 0.08 3.7 2.52 0.36 55
5.3 10−1 0.2 0.2 4.4 1.09 0.48 40
0 10−2 0.9 1.0 0.61 28.2
1.1 10−2 0.23 0.4 2.25 0.07 0.67 21.1
2.1 10−2 0.4 0.08 3.7 0.28 0 100
5.3 10−2 0.2 0.2 4.4 0.14 0.69 13.8
0 10−3 0.9 1.0 0.73 14.1
1.1 10−3 0.23 0.4 2.25 0.02 0.77 9.4
2.1 10−3 0.4 0.08 3.7 0.06 0 100
5.3 10−3 0.2 0.2 4.4 0.05 0.72 10
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335 Finally, the compressive properties of the ceramic-CNT
336 foams are compared to previously reported low-density
337 materials. The bulk density of the materials could not be
338 directly measured due to their small volume as well as their
339 very low density. Instead the density was obtained by
340 measuring the mass of coated larger-area CNT forests and
341 normalizing by the volume of the CNT forest obtained from
342 the catalyst area and SEM height measurements. By this
343 approach, we find, on the one hand, the modulus-density range

f4 344 (Figure 4a) of the ceramic-CNT foams is comparable with
345 hollow nanolattices;15 the initial loading slope was used to
346 calculate the modulus of our foams. On the other hand, the
347 strength of ceramic-CNT foams exceeds low-density ceramic
348 lattices by approximately 2−3-fold at comparable density
349 (Figure 4b). This is because the ceramic-coated CNTs have
350 much greater thickness-to-diameter ratios than hollow ceramic
351 lattices, whose diameter is limited by the use of a sacrificial 3D
352 printed template. The favorable geometry of the ceramic-CNT
353 foams suppresses the shell buckling of individual struts15,34 and
354 presents a costrengthening effect of the CNT core and the
355 ceramic outer layer.17

356 The modulus and strength of ceramic-CNT foams scale with
357 density as E ≈ ρ1.58 and σy ≈ ρ1.49, respectively. Thus, the

358ceramic-CNT foams do not follow classical stiffness scaling (E
359≈ ρ2) for open-cell foams but are bending-dominated (σy ≈
360ρ1.5).25 While the stochastic nature of CNT forests’ internal
361structures makes it hard to draw a direct analogue to a
362precisely defined lattice structure, the scaling of stiffness in
363hollow alumina nanolattices has been shown to be fairly
364independent of the unit cell structure and largely influenced by
365the geometrical parameters of the struts.35 Indeed, the scaling
366exponents calculated for the ceramic-CNT foams fall within
367the lower range of those reported for hollow alumina lattices
368(spanning E ≈ ρ1.41−1.83 and σy ≈ ρ1.45−1.92),35 suggesting that
369the ceramic-CNT foams present a scaling advantage when
370reducing density.
371Additionally, the high and sustained plateau stresses of the
372ceramic-CNT foams lead to large energy absorption and
373dissipation; combined with their low mass density, the volume-
374normalized energy absorption of ceramic-CNT foams exceeds
375hollow ceramic nanolattices15 and other carbon-based
376foams20,29,36,37 (Figure 4c). In terms of mass normalized
377energy absorption, CNT/graphene foams38 have achieved
378higher values237 kJ/kg at 95% strain, compared to ∼50 kJ/
379kg at 80% strain for the best result presented in this workbut
380it must be noted that this value is strongly dependent on the

Figure 4. Material property space for bare CNT forests and ceramic-CNT foams compared to other ultralight nanostructured materials: (a)
Compressive modulus vs density. (b) Compressive strength vs density. (c) Volume normalized energy absorption vs density. Notably, the
CNT-ceramic foams described herein have comparable modulus along with higher strength and energy absorption than previously studied
ultralightweight solids including hollow ceramic nanolattices and other CNT-based solids.
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381 applied compressive strain. The ceramic-CNT foams exhibit a
382 higher specific energy absorption at 80% compressive strain
383 (∼50 kJ/kg), compared to CNT/graphene foams (∼25 kJ/
384 kg).38 The combination of high energy absorption capacity and
385 recovery after large compression makes the ceramic foams
386 especially well-suited for mechanical energy damping applica-
387 tions, whereas other nanoscale-architected materials either do
388 not recover due to permanent structural damage to the struts
389 (nanolattices) or lack comparable modulus and strength
390 (aerogels).
391 In addition to the excellent strength and recovery, the
392 alumina-coated CNT forests offer practical advantages over
393 nanolattices. Using CNT forests as scaffolds for alumina
394 coating allows for larger throughput production of the material
395 (i.e., compared to 3D printed lattices), as well as the ability to
396 tune the mechanical properties by modifying the geometric
397 characteristics of the forest (e.g., tailoring the diameter,
398 density, and coating properties to engineer the mechanics as
399 predicted by the scaling models). CNT forests can be
400 synthesized and patterned over large areas, on planar or
401 nonplanar substrates such as advanced fibers,39,40 and within
402 confined geometries for packaging of delicate electrical,
403 mechanical, or optical components. Large-scale conformal
404 alumina coating of CNT forests can be achieved by ALD
405 process optimization to ensure delivery of precursors to all
406 available CNT surfaces (e.g., tuning process parameters such as
407 deposition pressure and incorporation of flow channels
408 through the CNT scaffold). Once the deposition process has
409 been optimized, a roll-to-roll ALD system can be utilized for
410 large-scale production of the final material.

411 CONCLUSIONS
412 We demonstrated that, by tailoring the balance of elastic and
413 adhesive energies governing the deformation and contact of
414 ceramic-coated CNTs, the resulting ultralight foams achieve
415 strength exceeding established architected nanomaterials at
416 similar low densities and recover more than 97% compressive
417 strain when internal adhesive interactions are minimized. By
418 the virtue of high and sustained plateau stress, the ceramic-
419 CNT foams’ volume-normalized energy absorption also
420 surpasses those of other low-density materials, while preserving
421 scaling advantage for modulus and strength. These attractive
422 properties, in addition to the scalability of CNT growth
423 methods to large areas, suggest that ultralight ceramic-CNT
424 foams can be used for both structural reinforcement and
425 mechanical damping. Moreover, CNTs are well-known for
426 their high-temperature stability and durability, and the general
427 principles understood here could be applied to many other
428 engineered foam-like nanomaterials.

429 METHODS
430 CNT Growth. Micropatterned pillars of vertically aligned CNTs
431 (CNT “forests”) were fabricated from lithographically patterned
432 catalyst on a silicon wafer. First, an array of 20 μm circles was defined
433 on a Si wafer using standard photolithography. Then 10 nm of
434 alumina and 1 nm of iron were deposited by electron beam
435 evaporation (VES-2550, Temescal). The wafer was then diced to ∼1
436 cm by 1 cm pieces. For lift-off of the photoresist, the wafer pieces
437 were sonicated in acetone for 8 min twice with fresh acetone each
438 time, then in isopropyl alcohol for 8 min twice also with fresh
439 isopropyl alcohol each time, before blow drying with nitrogen. CNT
440 growth was performed by thermal chemical vapor deposition in a
441 quartz tube furnace with a retractable transfer arm, using the recipe
442 described by Li et al.41 The temperature and gas flow rates were

443computer-controlled, and CNT pillars were grown to ∼20 μm height
444in 20 s at 775 °C.
445Atomic Layer Deposition. Alumina was deposited onto CNTs
446by ALD (Gemstar, Arradiance Corporation). TMA and ozone (O3)
447were used as the metalorganic and oxidizing precursors, respectively.
448Using nitrogen as the carrier gas at a flow rate of 40 sccm, TMA and
449O3 were sequentially pulsed into the deposition chamber (2−3 Torr,
450175 °C) for 22 and 100 ms, respectively. Following each precursor
451pulse, the chamber was purged with 90 sccm nitrogen for 38 s. This
452sequence was repeated for the desired number of deposition cycles on
453each sample.
454Mechanical Testing and Imaging. The substrate with micro-
455pillars to be tested was mounted on a vertical surface facing the
456loading axis of a custom nanomechanical testing platform (Figure S1),
457which consists of a closed-loop six-degrees of freedom (6-DOF)
458nanopositioning stage (SmarAct) and a stiff linear piezoelectric
459actuator (PI), which is mounted in a scanning electron microscope
460(SEM). The details of the setup can be found in previous
461publications.33,42 A MEMS-based load cell (FemtoTools) was
462installed on the 6-DOF nanopositioning stage for accurate alignment
463with the compression axis (the CNT forest growth direction).
464Displacement-controlled in situ compression tests were performed at
465constant strain rates of 10−3/s, 10−2/s, and 10−1/s. Each CNT pillar
466was subjected to a full load−unload cycle, with the maximum input
467displacement reaching the densification regime. Load and displace-
468ment data were recorded and converted to the pillar-scale stress and
469strain values. SEM images were simultaneously recorded during the
470compressions with a 5 kV incident electron beam. The thicknesses of
471the ALD coatings on the CNTs were measured using TEM (Talos,
472Thermo Fisher Scientific) using a 200 kV primary beam.
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